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1.2. Existing gardens,
landscaping and other open
areas

1. Existing Site Features

The site is located on the South side of West
Cromwell Rd, which is adjacent to the rear gardens
of residential terraced housing. Thus the South side
of the road is dominated by a long dull stretch of
boundary brick wall which separates the gardens
from the harsh traffic opposite. The trees from the
rear private gardens are in many cases mature and
fully grown, casting shadows beyond the wall and
over the pavement and creating a “green canopy”
along the road. Whilst this greenery is a welcome
relief from the harsh road environment it tends to
dominate and overwhelm the pedestrian footpath
and starve it of natural light.
Planters are located on both sides of the pavement
in a random manner, leading to the site. The planters
are constructed at different heights, materials (brick,
metal fence) and contain a mix of plants, that are
not all properly maintained and the ones that are,
fail to create a pleasant, quality green space. The
pavement is made up of mixed types of pavers and
overall in many parts of the road the paving is in need
of replacement. The street furniture such as street
lights, bins and safety bars are placed in random
positions lacking any sense of design cohesion with
many items being capable of removal without any
negative effect.

Planter limiting access South of site

High planter East of site and patched pavement

Pavement is defined by staggered planter patches of grass

Planters along rear South wall

All of the above creates an ongoing sense of clutter
and neglect that intensifies as it reaches the site
area due to the narrow dark passage behind the
current building.

EASTBOUND - SUMMER
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Tree canopy from rear gardens hover over existing building
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1.3. Boundaries descriptions
The current building is built on top of a raised planter
that extends to the boundary lines of the site.
The North edge faces West Cromwell Rd with its
heavy traffic. The South edge is made up partially
by the planter and partially by the full height building
wall facing the brick boundary wall of the rear
gardens belonging to residential terraced buildings,
leaving a narrow and oppressive strip of pavement
between the two tall walls.

1. Existing Site Features

The Western edge of the site sits against a shallow
grass planter on the carriageway side and faces a
brick planter with bushes adjacent to the opposite
brick wall. This causes a staggered pedestrian route
rather than a linear one. It also reduces the pavement
area on an already narrow passage. Removal of the
planter against the wall will help to simplify and unify
the pavement area as well as enlarge it.

Planter/podium the building is positioned on

Planter and podium South of site

East edge Safety Rail between site and planter

TfL’s planter East of site

Planter on the South side of site

Brick wall of rear residential gardens along West Cromwell Rd

The East edge faces another red brick planter, which
is the same height as the building’s planter and
extends all the way up to the Earl’s Court Rd junction,
creating a buffer between pedestrians and traffic.
It is an unnecessarily tall façade that perpetuates
the sense of enclosure already experienced on the
South side of the site.

Roof Plan existing
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It has been confirmed by both the council and TfL
that the raised planter to the East of the application
site has been placed at that location for safety
reasons. This concern is further mitigated by a
safety rail starting from the planter all the way up to
the pelican crossing at Earl’s Court Rd.
These barriers add to the cluttered and uninviting
appearance of the public realm around the site.
The removal of the existing safety barrier, as other
barriers have been successfully removed around
the borough, would have a positive effect on the
appearance of the area. However such a step
would require the agreement of TfL. In any event a
reduction in the size of the planter as well as lowering
some parts of it would address the safety concerns
as well as create a consistent design approach to
be implemented at the application site and thereby
dramatically improve the current existing impression
of a narrow alleyway.

The existing building, view looking East

Metro Bank East of the site

Residential building adjoining South side of the site

1. Existing Site Features

1.4. Adjoining buildings and sites
The location is on a busy stretch of the highway
The multi-lane dual carriageway is the result of
an extensive 1960s road widening and junction
improvement scheme, where the A4 intersects with
the Earl’s Court one-way system. This road scheme
has truncated the traditional urban layout to the
South and has left a comparatively narrow pavement
and rear gardens fronting onto the roadway with
pedestrian access-only through to Templeton Place
and Nevern Rd. The site is adjacent but not within
the Nevern Square Conservation Area. The grander
stucco terraced houses face inward, so that only
the rear facades and gardens of these buildings are
what one sees of the conservation area from West
Cromwell Road. In effect, the road is dominated by
the heavy traffic and newly built focal points such as
the Tesco store by Warwick Rd and the Metro Bank
at the Earl’s Court Rd junction.

Tesco, junction with Warwick Rd

West Cromwell Rd multi- lane carriageway and Central reservation
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2. Proposed Development Features
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2.1. Relationship of building,
routes and spaces
The pavement will be simplified with the removal
by the Council and TfL of the existing redundant
planters. This will allow a linear route for pedestrians
on the main East to West axis that is currently both
narrow and staggered due to the existing planters.

2. Proposed Development Features

Reduction in the height and size of the planter on the
Earl’s Court Rd corner would eliminate the current
impression of a physical barrier, increasing the
connectivity with the surroundings.
All the above measures will transform the pedestrian
experience from a neglected part of the pavement to
a safe space that encourages walking and cycling.

Existing building and planter - Perspective view looking West
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Proposed development - Perspective view looking West
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2.2. Safety and Security

2. Proposed Development Features

The proposed structure’s ground level presentation
will incorporate large openings which combined
with selective pruning of the neighbouring trees,
will greatly increase the amount of natural light that
reaches the rear footpath. This will transform the
narrow, dark, unpleasant strip of pavement at the
back to an open and well lit area during the day
time. It will transform the current existing condition
of separations between the pavilion and the rear
pavement to a continuous evenly lit footpath.
As part of the streetscape improvement, the
footpath lamp posts will be removed at the back
of the structure and the new structure’s form would
feature integrated lighting. As well as ensuring the
light is evenly spread along the structure, it will be
integrated in a manner that will not impose glowing
light on the surrounding buildings.
Taken as a whole these changes will improve the
security level and feeling of safety that encourage
pedestrian and cyclists to use the footpath at all
hours of the day.

Existing building - Perspective view looking East
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Proposed development - Perspective view looking East
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2.2. Safety and Security

2. Proposed Development Features

The large red brick planter located to the East of the
site is the hard edge on the corner of Earl’s Court Rd
and West Cromwell Rd. This planter and railings exist
for safety reasons to prevent pedestrians attempting
to cross the road at this location. A new planter is
proposed to replace the existing one that will enlarge
the pavement area with a better proportioned planter
that will better relate to the design of the new building
yet also serve the function of preventing pedestrians
from attempting to cross the road. The planter will
be extended along the northern road frontage to
Earl’s Court Rd replacing a section of railing thus
rendered redundant.

Proposed Planter - Perspective view looking West

Existing building and planter - Perspective view looking West
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3. Access to Site and proposed Development
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Aerial view looking in the direction of Earl’s Court
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4.Scale/Appearance
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4.Scale/Appearance

Existing
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Proposed overlaid with Existing
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4.3. Local context
The building is situated between the Nevern Square
conservation area and the very busy carriageway of
the A4 as it merges into Cromwell Rd. The typical
use of materials in the conservation area is limited
mainly to brick in various colours (red, grey, yellow)
and common stucco on the front façades of some
of the terraced buildings.

4.Scale/Appearance

The junctions along West Cromwell Rd exhibit
an eclectic mix of new commercial buildings,
with mainly Victorian and Georgian style terraced
buildings in between. The newer buildings are mainly
constructed using large glass and metal cladding
on more modern, semi hi-tech façade such as
Tesco at Warwick Rd junction and the Metro Bank
building at the Earl’s Court Rd junction. The contrast
between the old and new is rather successful as
the proportions of new buildings are maintained in
comparison to old ones and therefore enhance the
character of the old Victorian terraces.
Attemps to introduce new buildings with pseudoclassical features, such as the residential building at
the corner of Earl’s Court Rd or the actual exhibition
pavilion on site fail to achieve a seamless connection
with the existing surroundings. They do not add to
the character nor do they help create a clear identity

or focal point for such prominent locations. The
existing pavilion is fully built up to the building line
which is also the site boundary. This exploitation of
all available space with a building that imposes on its
surroundings, and on the rear pedestrian passage,
limits the vistas all together. Along with staggered
landscaping, harsh road traffic and the monotonous
tunnel effect created by the boundary wall, a hostile
environment is created that is neither pleasant to
look at or to travel through.
The proposed development not only removes a large
portion of the built-up massing on the site boundaries,
but it also expands the pedestrian footpath from 2.2m
to 2.5m which is the standard width of pavement for
the road. In conclusion the development :
• Unifies the pavements
• Removes unnecessary street furniture
• Integrates lighting within the structure in a 		
sculptural manner,
• Introduces high quality material with visual
interest
All these measures generate an anticipated focal
point that will have a beneficial effect on the public
realm.

Metro Bank East of the site

Residential building adjoining South of the site

The existing building, view in direction of East

Top view, proposed development and surrounding pavement area
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5. Landscaping
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5.1. Existing landscape and
proposed changes
		

5.1.1. Soft landscaping
Currently the site is overwhelmed by trees from
neighbouring properties and neglected planters, of
mainly evergreen shrubs.
The planter on the West side is mainly a rundown
lawn patch and the planter East of the site has a
Petunia mixed flower bed. Although well maintained,
it looks outdated and is not a modern expression of
public space landscaping. The mass and scale of
the planter negates any positive effect achieved by
the planting. On top of the planter, one could find “out
of context” trees such as cabbage palms that add to
the site’s mismatch. Incremental ad-hoc additions to
the landscape, in an attempt to enhance the public
realm, has resulted in the opposite effect and create
a confused and incoherent landscape design.

East of the site :Planters flower bed and cabbage palm trees

5. Landscaping

West of the site :patch of grass and mix of plants in planter
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South of the site :overgrown shrubs from neighbouring gardens overhang the wall, mature tree canopy overshadows the footpath and young trees in neglected planter
obstruct free movement (see Arboricultural report for species)
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5.2. Suitability and interest of
plants
Current plants on site include a mix of tree species,
mature and young, flower beds and grass lawn. Part
of the Council’s landscape improvement works to
the road is designed to improve the quality of air and
reduce, as much as possible, noise coming from
passing traffic.

5.Landscaping

The council has currently development plans for the
road introducing gabbion walls undulating along the
edge closer to road, helping to reduce level of noise
and accompanied by plants recommended to tackle
pollution. Reduction in pollution can be achieved
generally by increasing the number and types of
plants that trap particle pollutants and absorb CO2.
Succulents such as ‘Lamb Ears’ are extremely well
performing in such tasks and generally any green
leaf plants. They grow as shrubs with tall grey or
purple flowers.Another important objective is to
have plants that are light and airy and can flutter with
the wind. The family of decorative grasses provide a
vast number of options and exhibit light weight hairy
leaves and flowers. They come in a range of colours
and blossom throughout the year. They are extremely
durable and maintain the same look throughout the
year. An example of one to be used in the landscape
scheme is ‘Prairie Dropseed’.
As the site suffers from poor air quality, the odour
plays a role in improving the surroundings and
making it pleasant for pedestrian. This is why aromatic
plants such ‘Loddon Blue’ (English Lavender) can
neutralise the smell of petrol and fumes. This is a low
level plant that grows as a shrub.
The design intention is to tie in the proposed
landscape scheme for West Cromwell Rd by the
use of undulating rows of plants as recommended
by the Council’s landscape manager. These rows
will follow the line of the gently curving gabion walls
that will be installed as part of the Council and TfL
landscape improvement works along the south side
of West Cromwell road. The proposed landscape
scheme will complement the general effect of the soft
planting patterns created along the rest of the road
frontage and the aromatic smell from the plants will
provide a welcomed change and source of interest.
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Central reservation

Gabion landscaping along the road - looking West to site proposed by Moore Harrison Land
Design who works with the council on the road landscape development

Gabion landscaping

Central reservation and the A4, view toward West

Example of gabion wall

Proposed landscaping

Proposed landscape design blending Gabion development along the road
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6.1. Affected Assets and their
significance
The existing pavilion is a detached structure and
as such, does not affect directly any surrounding
buildings. The closest buildings to the site are two
newly built buildings to the West that include a
residential building and Metro Bank which, neither
of which possess any heritage legacy.
South of the site are located the rear gardens of
the residential terraces that can be accessed from
Logan Place. The terraced buildings are separated
by large gardens and tall enclosures with mature
trees that limit views from the street and maintain
the privacy of residents.

South Elevation, residential building next to the site

South Elevation, proposed development and neighbouring buildings

6. Heritage Assets

The façade facing the road is of simplified brown
brick rather than the grander stucco on the side
facing Logan Place. The rear elevations have little
architectural value as the original design was never
meant to be seen from the road and only became
exposed to public view with the road widening works
on West Cromwell Rd.
It is considered that the properties to the rear of the
application site or elsewhere within the conservation
area are not directly affected by the use of specific
material or architectural style, however the primary
consideration concerns the impact of the scale
of the development. In this regard, the proposed
development is maintaining the building scale, if not
reducing it, and in terms of height and length there
is no direct effect on these terraced buildings.
Terraced buildings on the opposite side of the road
would normally be affected from a change of use or
scale. In this case none of the above has changed;
therefore the proposed development should make
no tangible difference than the existing building’s
effect. In any event, buildings on the North side of
the road are far removed from the application site
and separated by eight lanes of traffic. There is
therefore no suggestion the proposed structure will
be seen juxtaposed with the buildings to the North.
North Side of West Cromwell Rd
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Terraced building behind site and Metro Bank at the far end
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6.2. Benefit to area from
proposed development
The proposed development’s most significant
benefit is to the public realm. The project will bring
regeneration to its surroundings and help to better
define the junction identity with this iconic structure.

corner) whereas the proposal will help to create a
focal point, anchoring the corner as a place of visual
interest rather than another busy London road junction
dominated by traffic.

The reduction in the scale of the foot print and
overall slimming of the structure opens up the space
at the pedestrian pavement area. Along with the
rationalisation of the landscape and street furniture
and elimination of planters/redundant lamp posts,
it becomes a pleasant experience to pass through
the site.

6. Heritage Assets

Opening up the structure at ground level will allow
further light to penetrate and create more expansive
vistas for passing pedestrians. It will increase the
sense of security and break the monotonous walk
past the site. The current site conditions create a
public space one would rather avoid, particularly
at times of low light. By contrast, the proposed
changes will create a safe, inclusive and pleasant
experience to the public due to its dynamic unique
form. Lighting will be integrated within the structure
and the low level planters will create a better sense of
place with artistic interest that highlights the unique
outline, yet be discrete enough to avoid any glare.
Landscape planting will be reviewed with more
relevant planting that will match the rest of the
landscape improvement works to create a more
seamless connection between the public and
private spheres. The tall safety planter to the East
and associated guard safety rail will be modified
to remove as much barriers as possible and to
complement the new structure in design and
appearance.
As an overall building, it has unique features that will
provide a lasting memorable part of the approach
into London. The junction currently lacks any sense
of identity with a mix of architectural styles (newly
built metal glass façade, late Victorian stucco
terraces and Neo classic at the opposite North
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Proposed development looking to West

Existing development looking to West
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6.3. National policies and guidance
Policy CL3, Conservation area

The policy is addressed through sections 1.4,3.1 ,5.3, 7.1 in Design Access and section 2.1 in the Planning Statement.
The main objective of the conservation area is to maintain the character of the area through the use of architectural style, proportion and scale of buildings and use of certain material. As the building is located
just outside the boundaries of the conservation area, it’s not subjected to the same guidelines but should take as many elements as possible under consideration.
The sections through the report prove the proposed development is helping to enhance the existing character with clear iconic identity that does not try to mimic in modern manner periodic architecture style.
As also stated above the rear façade of the buildings is the main view into the conservation area at this point and is neither the most attractive view nor one that adds to the special character of the area.

Policy CL1, General Townscape context and character
Policy C05 Amenity

Policies CL1 and C05 are addressed in section 2.2 at the planning statement and section 1.2, 1.3, 2.1, 6.1.2, 7.2 in Design & Access statement.
The policies state the main intentions of the townscape are to create a uniform footpath that is clear from obstacles and barriers. The proposal clearly meets the policy aims through the rationalisation of the
pavement; by creating linear pedestrian routes rather than staggered ones; by ensuring clear visibility to the surroundings; adequate lighting and good quality use of materials for pavement and street furniture.
As well as integrating as much as possible street furniture into existing buildings or removal when possible, to keep the public realm as clear from visual disturbance as much as possible is an aim met in this
proposal.

Policy CL5 living condition

Policy is referred to in sections 1.1.2, 1.3.1, 1.3.3 in Planning Statement and section 1, 2, 3.1, 5 in Design & Access. The policy states the importance of maintaining scale and proportions of new development
against existing surrounding.
The requirements of the policy include the consideration of a building design to ensure there will be no loss in privacy through overlooking or by casting shadows and avoid creating a sense of enclosure.
The policy aims are met in terms of the proportions of the proposed structure, which will remain similar to the existing structure in terms of height and length. Furthermore the building footprint will actually be
reduced and rather than overwhelm or create a sense of enclosure, the proposal aims will create open aspects and improve the current situation.

6. Heritage Assets

Policy CT1 Transport

Policy is addressed in sections 2.3 in the planning Statement and section 3.2 in the Design& Access statement.
The policy emphasis is on enhancing walking experience, secure walking and improve safety for pedestrians, protect footways and footpath. Other issues such as providing enough parking space and access
by car are not relevant for this development proposal.
It is clear that the proposed development will dramatically improve the footpath, and ensure pedestrians safety both in terms of safety rails replacement, lighting and improved overall footpath. These
improvements to public safety and sense of security through the design are supported by the Council Highway officer through the pre-application discussions.

Policy CR4 advertisement

Refer to sections 2.3.2 and 2.5 in planning statement. The requirements under this policy repeat in substance the provisions of the advertisement regulations and in all respects the proposal will not prejudice
either amenity of public safety interests.

Policy CR6 trees and development of street coverage

Policy is addressed in sections 1.1.2., 1.2.2, 2.4,3.2 in Planning Statement and 1.2,2.2,6.1.1 in Design & Access statement
Policy states trees must be protected and safe during construction and it is the general intention of introducing more trees where possible in the streetscape. Trees species must be a consideration in relevance
of the site scale and suitability to climate and long term maintenance. Trees should provide shading yet allow light penetration. It is therefore important to have controlled pruning where necessary.
An Arboricultural report has been produced for the site and its surroundings documenting existing conditions of trees and proposed method of protection during construction.

Policy CE2 sustainable drainage - water runoff

is address in sections 4.2, 6.1.2 in Planning Statement and 6.3 in Design& Access statement.
The main concern is water build-up on ground surface or flooding in certain parts of the country. The site is currently drained by below ground drainage system that can be access from below at the basement
level. The new development will be connecting to exiting drainage system.
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